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You can protest an illegal stop with legal help. Maybe, the male narrator was just letting his imagination run
wild after being consumed from these dramatic shows. Or maybe the fear is a symbol of the narrators
conscious that actually did something so horrible, at one point or another, and lives with the guilt and fear on a
daily basis. The fear felt by the narrator could be because they once owned a gun, and it was aken away from
them and now only the law enforcers holding the weapons, making the protagonist anxious. Don't upset the
officer. We encourage you to dig into the data. If you feel that you have nothing to hide, cooperating with the
police officer as much as possible can alleviate the tension. After some research on the author, we came to
learn that the author was half white and half black. Media attention and benchmarks against census population
appear insufficient to reliably identify disproportionate minority contact in traffic stops. Maybe, the male
narrator was just letting his imagination run wild after being consumed from these dramatic shows. Creating
this resource has been marked by challenges. The fear caused by the police officer could have symbolized a
number of different things. The narrator could either be a man or a woman in this case because it was not
specified throughout the poem. They need a reason, or "probable cause," like speeding or a broken tail light.
But the law supports your refusal to answer any or all of them. The officer would have had to fail to write it in
his narrative," Daniel Kron said. I think it is two things: 1 as a reader when that line about "the body, the
quakes" sets in we're expecting a bumpy ride so when the list of body parts come out in rapid succession, we
too are like the rage, the virus, and 2 the use of commas, even though should technically slow down a
sentence, comes off as a list so "hips, chest, neck" -- there's a build up through the language and image. In , the
U. For example, the gun control issue in Texas compared to New York. When walking, I began to sweat from
all the layers I was wearing. Although our fears were different, can inform you that in the past I have
encountered the same shaking as the On September 24th, , I received a phone call to wake me up from my
nap, to receive horrific ews about one of my really close friends. This could be another source of the fear felt
by the narrator. Even if there was not a deeper meaning, would have reacted the same way and I know from
experience that other people would react very similarly. If officers choose to, they can claim reasonable
suspicion about your appearance or behavior to justify a search. The poems literal meaning is quite straight
forward, taking the reader on a trip to experience the situation through the eyes of the narrator, who had been
pulled over early in the morning by an intimidating police officer. On one hand, fetish. Or rather how and
when to show outrage? This suggests that disproportionality in traffic stops was declining during and  There's
a certain invasion of privacy with his the cop eyes scanning my eyes and insides of his car. Traffic stop data
was provided to RTI by the Durham Police Department in an effort to promote transparency and better
understand their operations. But in several situations, police are allowed to search your vehicle even without a
warrant. There's this weird intimate language that continues. Related posts:.


